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In the paper, we address the physical learning space and focus on designing enabling settings for learning. New practices emerge from an accelerating context change and a rapid adoption of novel ICT solutions. Educational institutions and professionals strive to implement effective settings and instructional methods in order to facilitate an acquisition of the 21st century skills. Little attention is paid to changes that take place at the level of interpersonal communication, let alone their possible impacts in the long run. As the methods and the settings diversify, and the whole learning landscape turns hybrid, a good fit between the setting and the instructional method is a daily design challenge.

Changing context and changing practices

An unprecedented context change in terms of extent and pace has taken place in the beginning of the 21st century as can be seen in the ITU graph below (Figure 1). We hardly grasp its cultural and ecological implications in the long run. Yet, it is clear that the penetration of internet usage and the rapid adoption of mobile communication technologies worldwide have brought about an increasing pressure to adapt to the changing context in order to keep update with an accelerating pace of life. As the field of education aims to harness the next generation with skills needed to navigate tomorrow’s world, the situation is a true challenge for both decision makers and educationalists.
The emergence of hybrid learning environments is driven by changes in educational practices as established roles, resources and locations are being altered (Zitter & Hoeve, 2012). With emerging ICTs and educational technology, learning situations have diversified, and the whole learning landscape is turning hybrid. Hybrid learning blends traditional methods by employing computer-mediated communication, web-based learning resources, platforms, collaborative software and handheld devices in the service of curricular instruction and independent learning. ICT thus extends traditional instruction beyond the classroom walls by making information accessible far beyond and enabling a remote participation independent of the learner’s location. Collaborative, active, self-regulated and personalized learning methods can all be enhanced with the purposeful usage of educational tools. Educational challenge is not to merely replace or substitute face-to-face learning but to find new ways to engage students in learning through hybrid pedagogy (Stommel, 2012). The aim is to create learning situations where these both models coexist (Rorabaugh, 2012). Hybrid pedagogy fundamentally rethinks our conception of place by redefining space to be inclusive of both physical and virtual so that these two realms work together in new and innovative ways (Stommel, 2012). But what do these changes involve if we focus on a learner in his/her learning process? What kind of differences can there be seen in comparison to their parents’ and grandparents’ learning conditions? What has changed, and is it all in a positive direction?

**Natural vs. technology-mediated communication between people**

Learning occurs in the learner’s interaction with the physical and cultural surroundings, that is: with people, objects and situational information, the person’s past experiences, aspirations and interpretations included (e.g. Hillier & Hanson, 1984; Clark & Wilkes-Gibbs, 1986; Kendon, 1990; Tomasello, 1999; Roth, 2004; Clark, 2005; Tomasello, 2009). When
taking a holistic approach to teaching and learning, learning situation is the core concept (Goffman, 1964; Gibson, 1977; Malpas, 2002). It can be articulated from different angles (e.g. Burke, 1945), but not torn apart: in terms of who, where, how and what the content of activity is. The overall context implies also a purpose, why / what for something is done in a particular situation. In the formal education, a curriculum provides the wider frame and sets specific targets for learning activities and outcomes. In a wider perspective, the question is not only about achieving technical or even subject skills and knowledge but also the learner’s cognitive, social and emotional growth.

In the natural communicative situation, the nonverbal channel (the role of gaze contact, hand gestures etc.) plays an important role (Roth, 2006; Diessel, 2006). That is the case in the traditional learning settings, too. In the field of formal education, the key roles of communication and related tasks are those of the learner’s and of the teacher’s. In the hybrid learning session, the situational information space of a learner differs in modal/functional aspects from those in the traditional settings (e.g. Turner, 2003; Hartson, 2003; Lievonen tré al., 2009): to take a video-mediated session for instance, the bridge beyond the classroom is constrained to audio-visual channel; ICTs thus bring along modal fragmentation in person-to-person interaction with the remote participants.

From a spatial design point of view, learning can be regarded (in a technical consideration) as navigation (e.g. Tversky & al., 1999; Tversky, 2008, Lievonen, 2015): a trajectory of attention shifting from object to object relevant to a topic (of interest). In a conversation and collaboration, joint attention functions as a platform for gaining a shared understanding of an object of reference (Diessel, 2006). From a spatial design point of view, an important question is how a joint attention is established, and how the audience’s attention is guided to the object of reference. To take a traditional lecture as an example, the gaze direction of the audience focuses on the objects indicated by the lecturer/presenter at the front of a lecture theatre. In a hybrid session, a joint attention may be established on the same spot in the front, or, on the participants’ laptop/tablet screens. In the latter case, the learners lack the rich procedural information through the gestures of the presenter. Even though it is possible to guide attention e.g. by a curser, such guidance is less rich compared with being able to register facial expressions, bodily gestures and the teacher’s or other presenter’s gaze contact.

Figure 2. Technology-mediated communication is today integral part of the learners’ practices both in the class and during a break.
Compelling global context and accelerating pace

In the era of Internet and mobile technologies that enable accelerating global communication, we also face emerging problems as a result from past innovations. When designing premises for technology enhanced learning, the technical focus has to be on the interface of the learner with his/her environment: what s/he can see, hear, reach, grasp, feel, make use of, and whether it is relevant and supports his/her learning process. In order to adequately guide the design of hybrid settings for learning, a robust interaction theory is required. Two aspects of the interface have to be considered, that is, interaction with non-human objects and interaction/communication between people.

Hence, a focused attention is required on what is taking place in the schools and other premises for learning in terms of interpersonal communication (particularly nonverbal communication) after adopting new tools and methods. From a spatial design point of view, more research should be conducted to clarify what is going on at the level of person-to-person interactions in hybrid learning, both in teacher-learner and learner-learner interactions before rushing all to adopt novel solutions in large extent (Figure 2).

The role of nonverbal communication has been pretty much neglected in an ICT-enthusiastic discussion and in the research in the educational technology. We should consider possible implications of novel learning settings, whether positive or negative; for instance:

- What kind of impacts do the handheld personal devices have in particular young learners’ development?
- How does the fragmented information space affect the learner’s capacity to focus and concentrate on a given topic?
- What changes can be registered in terms of learners’ personal growth such as empathy, patience and tolerance in comparison to learner cohorts before the 21st century?

21st century learning

Impacts of globalization, new demands of working life and proliferation of information technology are all imposing new demands for educational institutions to develop their pedagogies, learning outcomes and educational practices to support new ways of teaching and learning in more and more complex world. Students are expected to be able to participate in and contribute to the society that is characterized by rapid change, global networks, creativity, innovation and co-creation. Competences needed in the future are changing and this compels schools to rethink the roles, goal, contents and practices of learning. In the knowledge society, knowledge is seen as a process that does things, happens in teams and cannot be divided into disciplines (Gilbert, 2007). Learners are active agents who construct knowledge, building on their current understanding and expertise, together with others. And this requires the use of multiple tools and a variety of pedagogies.

The information/knowledge society concept needs people who are capable of demonstrating new skills, and there is an obvious need to continually update teaching technologies and methods to keep pace with the changing society. In order to meet the challenges of the future, there is a strong emphasis on transversal (generic) competences, such as the ability to work independently and in teams, ICT skills, critical thinking, problem-solving, and, in particular, the skills of learning to learn (e.g. Griffin et al., 2012; National Board of Education, 2014).
There is intellectual and commercial value in thinking about tasks and problems in multiple ways: new ways of doing things often offer more logistically effective solutions, and thus new processes or products may be created. The use of technologies in supporting creativity in learning has also added value in today’s educational system, which is under constant pressure to demonstrate how to cope with the demands of tomorrow’s society. Dillon et al. (2013) argues that the conventional learning situations rarely offer enough opportunities for innovative connections between ideas and practices. In the cultural ecology of a learning environment, improvisation is defined as a means by which students individually and collectively draw on experience, take risks, make connections, move into new learning spaces and, in so doing, open up new creative possibilities.

Already now and in the future blended learning can thoughtfully integrate synchronous classroom face-to-face learning experiences and asynchronous online learning experiences can be integrated thoughtfully (Garrison & Kanuka, 2004). The idea is not only to produce, to demonstrate, or to communicate but also to support personalized learning and collaborative knowledge building (see Ferdig, 2007; Kaisto et al., 2007; Vesisenaho, 2009; Vesisenaho et al., 2010). The aim is to add a new “layer” on the face-to-face teaching and learning situation through different online environments and tools of social software in order to support students’ thinking (Köse, 2010). Yet, there is a risk of technology usage limiting the pedagogy. (Vesisenaho et al., 2016).

Settings - pedagogy fit

The changed ideas of how, when and where learning occurs and what skills and competences are needed in the future require fundamental changes not only in the curriculum and teaching practices but also increasingly in the built environment. The shift from instruction to facilitation has changed the roles of the learning space users. Teachers are becoming facilitators of interactive and collaborative learning situations, and students active participants (Gordon et al., 2009).

The benefits of hybrid and blended, technology-enhanced learning are noticed but physical learning spaces are falling behind in this progress. It is important to note the significance of the physical environment because it has an important role in what can be seen, heard and felt (Barrett & al., 2015) and that, in turn, has an influence on individuals’ cognitive and affective performance, how people engage with one another, and whether or not they are able to fully participate in activities (Jensen, 2005; Lippman, 2013). Physical space can support or impede the various types of interaction required in emerging teaching and learning approaches (Monahan, 2000; Oblinger, 2006). New pedagogies require teachers to apply innovative and stimulating practices as well as an environment that facilitates those practices. Yet, traditional classrooms often hinder the educational practices significant to current pedagogies. Classrooms designed for teacher-led frontal teaching do not offer possibilities for active participation, various forms of social interaction or purposeful use of ICT. At worst outdated learning spaces can decelerate the reform of educational practices.

Flexibility of the learning spaces is seen as a natural solution to facilitate current pedagogical approaches, particularly the use of ICT. Research indicates that flexible learning spaces can accommodate a variety of pedagogical approaches in informal and formal learning situations, promote the innovative use of technology and enhance greater student activity, collaboration and social interaction (e.g., Dane, 2009; Phillips et al., 2013; JISC 2006; Mascolo, 2009; Oblinger, 2006). In order to make learning environments interactive and conducive to hybrid learning, new technology should be integrated into the learning environments. Technology itself does not produce hybrid learning environments, but
appropriately designed and planned ICT can enhance learning situations and instruction and support the hybrid pedagogy approach.

It is not (only) about what devices and applications are used but (also) how they are used. The physical space needs to facilitate the learning practices related to the use of ICT. The use of ICTs in teaching and learning offers multiple new possibilities for learning space solutions. For example, students can move around during class and they can choose whether they want to sit or stand. People are not constrained to use the front of the room only for presentations as work surfaces can be expanded to all walls of the room which makes it more interactive and helps to engage more students in the room. The use of tablets and mobile phones differs from the use of laptops and hence, the requirements for the spatial solutions and furniture choices alter.

Integration of the ICT into the learning space is more and more related to the use of mobile devices and BYOD-approach. From the design point of view, this means focusing on infrastructure of the ICT usage. The compatibility of devices and applications and the functionality of networks and cloud-based solutions are becoming major issues in the design. The problem is that we do not know what the use of ICT will be in the next ten or twenty years. Therefore, the design must focus on possibilities to expand the infrastructure over time. This means that fixed structures are replaced with flexible solutions that enable integrating new technologies without structural changes.

Our ongoing research of retrofitted learning spaces indicates that designing new learning space with the users and with specific goals in mind can support the change in educational practices. For example, multipurpose learning spaces with various different kinds of learning areas can diversify learning methods and increase collaboration and enhance the use of technology (Mäkelä et al., 2015).

The challenge for the educators and teachers is to align the physical settings and instructional strategies to provide optimal learning spaces in the ICT-infused era for diversity of students and for their balanced personal growth and development. The use of ICT for teaching must be pedagogically driven. Therefore, it is important to think about how new technology can replace or improve prevailing and anticipated educational practices. The following points are among the relevant design questions:

- What instructional methods work well with the physical settings available for the teaching session?
- What is the use of ICTs now and how they are supposed to be developed in the future? Goal of learning? Why to use?
- Where to focus in design? What kind of new approaches does technology enable (e.g. doing same things in new ways or doing something creative)? What kind of interaction is then preferred or supported?
- What type of learning activities do particular physical settings (must) enable?
- What kind of interactions do the virtual settings enable?
- How does the use of ICT change interaction between students and between student and teacher?

The object is twofold: the settings and the method. What will be done in which way in which kind of settings for what purpose? In an optimal case, the learning session is organized in such a way that both the settings and the instructional method fit well together and thereby, enhance possibilities to draw the best outcome of a learning session.
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